For electromapetic finite element computations mrious linear system solvers are in common use, among them the ICCG (Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient) method is probably the m t popular. However, for 3D nonlinear or time dependent problems, even the ICCG method results in lengt!dy tomputation. On the other side, multigrid methods (MGMs) are techniques for salutmn of a syetem of algebraic equations using several finite element meshes with different mesh densities [I].
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MGMs can solve elliptic partial equations discretized on N grid points by finite element method in O(NI ormatious. which is much fBter than any other ramd iterative salution method which could In thia papel, we present an investigation of the efficiency of two types of MGMB, V-cycle MGM and W-cvcle MGM for solution of electromagnetic field problems using finite element analysis based on nested meshes. The aim of this paper is to investigate the convergence ratPB of MGMs and t o make comparison with that of the widely used ICCG method. A h , the computation time and the memory "age were investigated and wmpared with that of the ICCG method. The results show that the MGMs exbibit high5 convergence rates than of the ICCG method, and provide fast and accurate wmputation for a shorter amputation time. The efficiency of MGMs increase with the increase of the size and complexity of the system of equations that h a to he salved.
Two types of MGMs were investigated: the V-cycle MGM and the W-cycle MGM schematically shown in Fig. 1 . Generation of the meshes with difirent mesh densities w a~ performed automati d l y by subdivision of each coarse triangle into four smaller triangles using new midedge points, therefore, generating a series of nested finite element meshes, i.e. meshes in which unknowns on a mame mesh are also unknowns on a fine mesh. For nested meshes, the prolongation and restriction matrices could be simple derived using linear interpolation algorithm [3].
A simple 2D electrostatic model of a cylindrical condenser shown in Fig. 2a was used for efficiency investigation. Six nested meshes were generated wnsequently starting from initial mesh with 21 nodes and 24 elements till the finest mesh with 12545 nodes and 24576 elements (see Fig. 2 ). As can bc seen from Fig. 2 , additionally to the increasing of the mesh density, the curvilinear boundary of the model was improved after each subdivision step which results in more accurate results. Some of the obtained results are summarized in Fig. 3a and b. Results show that the nunher of iterative cycles is smaller for W-cycle MGM than for V-cycle MGM, while the both are faster than the ICCG method, especially W-cycle which is almost 8 times faster than the ICCG method far the MG with 6 grid levels. Regarding the convergence rate for all three iterative processes from Fig. 3a , it is readily apparent that the W-cycle shows the best convergence rate and should he preferred. Finally, Fig. 3b shows the correlation between the computation time and the size of the problem for V-cycle, W-cyclc and the ICCG iterative process, respectively. One can easily see that the efficiency of the MGMs increase strongly with the increase of the size of the system matrix of the problem that has io be iteratively solved.
